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The fundamental benefit of reconsidering the normal distribution is to gain an adequate comprehension of the nature of quantitative variation. To this aim, the „95 % range check“ provides an easy tool. Too frequently data fail the check and prove that distributions across plant protection and the sciences most often are clearly skewed. The standard way of characterizing data using the (additive) normal distribution is then inefficient or misleading.

**Chance 1: Improved recognition of variation.**

The example shows the evolution of latencies of wild type *C. elegans* for two different treatments (data courtesy Raizen, see Nature 451: 569-573)

a) Data characterized by symmetric bars - originally depicted by SEMs here only - suggest an approximately (additive) normal distribution. Frequently, data are characterized at this original, additive scale with the mean and standard deviation (SD), or standard error (SEM). The skewed nature of the data becomes obvious with the „95 % range check“.

Checking these ranges - mean ± two standard deviations – shows that most of them extend to negative values that are, of course, impossible.

b) The same data, again shown at the original scale, but by ranges based on the geometric mean and the multiplicative standard deviation.

Now, the ranges fit the data, and do not include negative values any more. A disadvantage remains, as the original scale is not well suited for visualizing variations of data in the lower part of the figure.

c) The same data shown at the multiplicative or logarithmic scale. Again, the data do fit well the 95 % ranges indicated and appear normally distributed.

*With humans or animals involved, this avoidable effort is an ethical issue.*

**Chance 2: Improved efficiency, and ethic responsibility.**

Two samples of log-normal data with skewness parameter *s* have been simulated repeatedly. The ratio of medians m* are chosen to achieve 90% power with a t-test on the log scale (the appropriate test in this case) to distinguish the two groups. If a t-test on the raw scale is used, larger samples (size *n* = 20) are needed to obtain the same power. The ratio *n*/20 is a measure of inefficiency. The extra effort needed if the inadequate method is used, with a median *s* = 2.3 and *n* = 10 amounts to 50%.

Replacing plus/minus by times/divide: examples from plant protection

Amplifying data to improve their recognition of variation and efficiency is an ethical issue. Too frequently data fail this requirement, and should be treated as log-normal, rather than additive normal.

**Conclusions:** Quantitative data most often follow skewed distributions, which can be approximated by the multiplicative or log-normal law.

- Consequently, data should be described in the form of m* / s* rather than mean ± SD. In graphics, log axes are recommended. Using the appropriate versions of t-tests and, more generally, regression methods and ANOVA, leads to more appropriate models and gains statistical efficiency, that is, requires less observations.
- For further information see our poster on „Plant protection and data science – the normal distribution is the log-normal distribution“.
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